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White ink usage to boost color gamut in white garments 
 
Abstract 
Direct to Garment printing (DTG) with digital printers is a growing market that has still several 
challenges. One of the main ones is to achieve good color saturation and vividness. The 3-
dimensional structure of the fabric makes very difficult for ink droplets to penetrate the 
different layers of the fabric.  
The solution described in this article improves the output quality of digitally printed white textile 
substrates by printing a white ink layer below the color ink layer, helping the ink droplets to 
stay on the surface of the garment, this improves the vividness and saturation of the color. 
White ink also helps to improve the print resistance to wash. 
 
Introduction 
Among all the print quality attributes, vivid color are a priority for DTG users. 
When printing white garments, as the ink partially penetrates on the fibers of the fabric, the 
color is not as vivid as they would be when printing on other non-porous substrates. The 
problem is especially present on highlight colors. 
Moreover, the ink might penetrate differently when printed on different types of fabric, thus 
producing inconsistencies across different cotton fabrics (from different brands, with a 
different knitting, etc.) 
 
Description 
The proposed solution consists in adding a layer of white ink under the color to avoid the ink 
penetration into the textile fibers.  
 
 
Figure 1: Solution diagram 
 
This print method improves several aspects of the printout: 
1. Much more vibrant colors (larger gamut specially in the highlights). 
2. Much better wash resistance. 
3. Better output consistency across different cotton fabrics. 
 
Improvement in color: 
Printing on white garment with white ink underneath the color ink can result in a 27% of gamut 
increase as shown on the following table (Table 1) 2
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Table 1: Gamut volumes 
 
The following figure (Figure 2) is a 2D visualization of the color gamuts. The one represented 
with a dotted color line corresponds to the resulting gamut of printing color “on top” of a white 
ink layer on a garment. The gamut represented as a colored surface corresponds to the 

















Figure 2: 2 dimension gamut diagram in CIELAB space L*(y axis); a*(x axis) 
The differences in gamut volume and shape are very clear. The yellow circle highlights the 
difference between the white point of the white ink and the white point of the white garment (y 
axis corresponds to Lightness in CIELAB space). It can also be observed that the gamut with 
white ink undercolor is more chromatic in all the upper half of the gamut volume (light colors). 
So white ink undercolor expands the gamut (more colors can be reproduced). 





















Figure 3: pictures of output colors 
 
Improvement in washing resistance 
Printing color on top of white ink also improves resistance to wash. This is also a very relevant 
attribute of the DTG industry as the garments will be washed in home laundry and the printed 
area should remain as close as possible to the appearance it had at the moment it was printed 
and commercialized.  
Color inks stick better (better affinity) to the white ink than to the fabric itself. To characterize 
print resistance to wash, the printed colors should be measured before and after specific 
washing, then, color differences are calculated. The following graph (Figure 4) shows these 
color differences expressed in deltaE_2000 (before vs after standard industry wash) for the 2 
print methods: white garments with white ink underneath the color ink, and white garments 
with color ink directly on it. 
 
Figure 4: Color differences after wash 
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